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Abstract—This paper investigates pilot design for enhanced
channel estimation in single carrier communication systems over
doubly-selective channels (DSC). Our contribution is twofold:
first, we propose to use Huffman sequences as pilot clusters
with low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), yet with good
channel estimation performance when periodic pilot placement
is adopted; second, we propose a low-complexity pilot placement
strategy based on the analysis of the complex-exponential basis
expansion model (CE-BEM) of the DSC. The latter leads to
improved channel estimation performance with useful insights
for pilot placement.
Index Terms—Doubly-selective channels, Channel estimation,
Huffman sequence, Pilot design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a surge of research interest
in high mobility and high rate wireless communications, such
as wireless communications for the high speed trains (HSTs)
[1]–[4]. These wireless channels tend to suffer from both timeand frequency-selectivity incurred by Doppler and multi-path
propagation, respectively, leading to the doubly-selective channels (DSC). Channel estimation (CE) in DSC is a challenging
task [1], and is the main focus of this work.
In the literature, various channel modeling and estimation
methods have been proposed for the DSC, both in the context
of single-carrier [2]–[7] as well as multi-carrier communications [8]–[16]. In many of these works, basis expansion
models (BEM) have been used to parameterize the channels
which can be represented as a weighted combination of only
a few basis functions [13]. The basis functions are already
known to the receiver, and therefore it needs to estimate the
corresponding BEM coefficients only. Since only few BEM
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coefficients need to be estimated, the number of pilot symbols
required for CE is significantly reduced, thereby increasing
the spectral efficiency. Thus, the BEM-based approach greatly
simplifies the CE complexity compared to the case when we
need to estimate the channel coefficient at every time/frequency
instant.
Different types of BEMs have been used to model
the time-varying channels, for example, the conventional
complex-exponential BEM (CE-BEM) [2], generalized CEBEM (GCE-BEM) [3], non-critically sampled CE-BEM (NCSCE-BEM) [17], polynomial BEM [14], [18]–[20], discrete
prolate spheroidal BEM (DPS-BEM) [6], [21], and KarhunenLoeve BEM (KL-BEM) [22]. Among all these, KL-BEM provides the most accurate modeling but requires the knowledge
of channel statistics which also needs to be periodically updated for the fast time-varying (high Doppler) channels. All other
BEMs are independent of channel statistics, and therefore,
may be more suited for modeling the time-varying channels.
For example, P-BEM is particularly attractive because of its
low modeling errors, especially in the low-Doppler cases [18].
Notably, CE-BEM and its variants, GCE-BEM and NCS-CEBEM are also widely used due to their analytical tractability
[23]. We consider NCS-CE-BEM because of its good channel
modeling with less number of BEM coefficients for high
Doppler scenarios, as well as due to its ease of tractability.
In the literature, various techniques have been proposed
for CE in DSC, which comprise pilot-aided, blind as well
as semi-blind estimation methods. Blind or semi-blind CE
techniques, respectively, require no or minimum pilots for CE,
resulting in greater spectral efficiency (SE) as compared to
the pilot-aided techniques [24]. Recently, reliable data-aided
virtual pilot based semi-blind CE technique has been reported
in [25] which uses the soft symbol decisions to iteratively
refine the CE quality. Further, an interesting one-shot blind
CE has been proposed in [26] for OFDM transmission which
exploits different modulation types on different subcarriers to
obtain high CE accuracy and low receiver compelxity over
quasi-static multi-path channels such as that mentioned in [27].
However, in general, blind and semi-blind CE methods are
found to work well in slowly varying channels and may incur
high receiver complexity [28]. On the other hand, pilot-aided
techniques have comparatively low SE but they are extremely
useful to estimate or track the fast time-varying channels where
the channel varies for each symbol in the transmission block,
and are therefore widely used in the current wireless standards
such as LTE-A, 802.11p/n etc.
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In this paper1, we address pilot-aided CE for single-carrier
(SC) communication over DSC. In most of the existing works
on pilot-aided SC transmission, impulse-based pilots or timedomain Kronecker-delta (“TDKD”) pilot clusters have been
employed for CE. Illustration of the TDKD pilot clusters
can be seen in Fig. 1. These pilots, however, suffer from
high PAPR during transmission which could lead to inefficient
transmission [30], as described next. Since there are very few
impulse pilots (with zero padding on both sides of the nonzero pilot) in a transmission block, high power is given to
the pilots to obtain a reasonably good channel estimate. For
example, as high as 35%-50% of the total transmission power
should be allocated to the pilots to obtain the optimal CE and
maximum system capacity [2]. This leads to very high power
per pilot symbol, which in turn, can drive the transmitter power
amplifier into its non-linear operating region, thus degrading
the CE quality. Notice that PAPR problem may arise in SC
systems due to other reasons such as modulation and pulseshaping [31], but here we consider the PAPR problem arising
from the impulse-based TDKD pilot structure.
We address the above problem by proposing a sequencebased pilot scheme where the training power is distributed
over multiple sequence symbols (instead of a single non-zero
symbol as in the TDKD pilot structure), leading to low PAPR
pilot transmission. However, while spreading the pilot power
over a sequence, we need to ensure that the zero out-of-phase
aperiodic auto-correlation (OP-AAC) property of the impulse
pilots is preserved so as to obtain a good CE quality. Note that
periodically-placed clustered pilots or sequences have been
investigated earlier for the multi-carrier systems under rapidly
time-varying channels [32]–[35]. However, our work is very
different from the existing works because we intend to use
a specific type of sequence with zero OP-AAC property to
satisfy a particular CE optimality condition for single-carrier
DSC. Moreover, based on our analysis, we have also optimized
the pilot positions to improve the CE quality.
First, we analyse the CE mean square error (CE MSE)
for SC transmission in detail, and show that good quality
CE can be obtained by using sequences with zero OP-AAC
property, together with appropriate placement of the pilots
within the transmission block. Using proper sequences and
suitable pilot placement, respectively, we can reduce two
types of interferences during the BEM coefficients’ estimation, namely, the inter-path interference and the inter-BEM
frequency interference terms, which improves the CE quality
significantly.
Second, to satisfy the zero OP-AAC criterion, we specifically propose the use of Huffman sequences as potential pilot
sequences. Huffman sequences are appealing, not only because
of their excellent AAC property, i.e., zero OP-AAC for all
except the last shift, but also because they offer flexible PAPRs
while still maintaining zero OP-AAC. Thus, we can choose a
Huffman sequence with low PAPR and yet having zero OPAAC for a required number of time shifts. Furthermore, Huff1

Part of this work has been presented in the conference paper [29].

man sequences can be systematically generated by efficient
algorithms [36], [37].
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Fig. 1: A transmission block consisting of three sub-blocks, each containing a timedomain Kronecker delta (TDKD) pilot cluster. Each impulse pilot is surrounded by L
zeros on both sides, where L denotes the number of multi-paths.

Third, based on the CE MSE analysis, we propose a
pilot placement strategy to reduce the inter-BEM frequency
interference during BEM coefficients’ estimation, thus leading
to significantly improved CE performance. In the past, several
pilot placement strategies have been proposed but these methods generally suffer from prohibitively high computational
complexity [38]. For example, a genetic algorithm based pilot
positioning strategy has been proposed in [38] whereas a
heuristic strategy has been mentioned in [17]. In contrast
to these works, our proposed method uses a low-complexity
optimization without any complex matrix inversion operations.
Also, our proposed strategy is based on a systematic analysis
of the CE MSE, and unveils important connections between
the CE MSE and the pilot design process.
The rest of the organization of the paper is as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the system model of data transmission
and the channel model for DSC. In Section III, we describe
the sequence pilot structure and the estimation of the BEM
coefficients for the DSC. In Section IV, we analyze the channel
estimation in detail, and provide a simplified approximation
of the channel estimation error. Based on the analysis in Section IV, we propose the Huffman sequence based pilot design
and a low-complexity pilot placement strategy in Section V.
Simulation results are provided in Section VI and conclusion
is given in Section VII.
Notations: Throughout the paper, upper and lower bold face
letters denote matrix and vector, respectively. XH , XT and X∗
denote the conjugate transpose, transpose and the conjugate of
the matrix X, respectively. X−1 denotes the inverse operation
on the square matrix X. [X](i,j) denotes the (i, j)-th element
of the matrix X. tr[X] denotes the trace of the matrix X.
[X](i,:) and xi denote the ith row of the matrix X, and the ith
element of the vector x, respectively. E{·} is the expectation
operator. IN , 0M×N and 0M denote the N × N identity
matrix, a zero matrix of dimension M × N and a lengthM zero vector, respectively. CN (0, x) denotes a circularly
symmetric complex normal variable with mean 0 and variance
x. (a)+ = max(a, 0) .
II. S YSTEM AND C HANNEL M ODEL
A. System Model
We consider transmission over a DSC with a single antenna
each at the transmitter and the receiver. A block-based trans-
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mission design is adopted, where the data-pilot multiplexed
symbols (see Fig. 1) are transmitted and received in blocks
of length N , i.e., [x[1], x[2], ..., x[N ]]T , where x[n] denotes
the transmitted symbol at the nth time-instant. The transmitter
sends the data x[n] at a data rate of T1 symbols/sec, where
T denotes the symbol time. Then the discrete-time baseband
representation of the received signal y[n] is given as
y[n] =

L
X

STRUCTURE AND

C HANNEL

ESTIMATION

A. Pilot Structure
We assume that the data-pilot multiplexed k th transmitted
block consists of P sub-blocks, with the pth sub-block consisting of a data vector sub-block sp and a pilot vector sub-block
bp , and is given as
x , [sT1 (k), bT1 (k), ..., sTP (k), bTP (k)]T , ∀k.

h[n; l]x[n − l] + v[n],

(1)

l=0

where h[n; l] denotes the digital baseband time-varying multipath channel impulse response (CIR), which subsumes the
physical channel between the transmitter and the receiver, the
transmit as well as the receive pulse shaping filters, at the nth
time instant for an impulse introduced l samples previously,
L denotes the number of multi-paths defined as L = ⌊ τmax
T ⌋,
with τmax being the maximum delay spread of the channel, and
v[n] denotes the circularly symmetric AWGN, with statistical
distribution of CN (0, σv2 ).
B. Channel Model
A DSC can be represented in the continuous time(t)delay(τ ) domain as
Z ∞
SH (τ, ν)ej2πtν dν,
(2)
h(t; τ ) =
−∞

where SH (τ, ν) denotes the spreading function of the channel
in the delay(τ )-Doppler(ν) domain [39]. The digital baseband
version of the CIR h[n; l] (see (1)) can then be modeled using
the CE-BEM [2] or its variants such as NCS-CE-BEM [17],
where the channel at the lth delay tap and the nth time-instant
is expressed as a combination of a few complex exponential
basis functions, i.e.,
h[n; l] =

III. P ILOT

Q
X

hq (l)ejωq n + e[n],

(3)

q=0

th

where ωq denotes the q BEM modeling frequency, hq (l) (q ∈
{0, 1, ..., Q}) the q th weight or the q th BEM coefficient2
corresponding to the lth (l = 1, ..., L) path, Q := 2⌈fmax N T ⌉
the number of BEM coefficients, and fmax the maximum
Doppler frequency. The modeling error is denoted by e[n],
and can be minimized by choosing the appropriate basis
functions. For the above mentioned DSC representation, we
choose the NCS-CE-BEM with the (Q + 1) BEM frequencies
ωq ’s uniformly distributed between [−2πfmax T, +2πfmaxT ]
[17], because it provides a much lower modeling error as
compared to the critically-sampled CE-BEM in [2]. Notice that
NCS-CE-BEM is also a variant of CE-BEM but its modeling
frequencies are constrained within the Doppler range ±fmax,
thus leading to better channel modeling.

Specifically, the pilot cluster in the pth sub-block can be
written as
bp = [bp,0 , ..., bp,(L−1) , bp,L , ..., bp,L+M−1 , bp,L+M ..., bp,(Np −1) ]T
{z
}
|
|
{z
}
set to zeros

set to zeros

= [0, 0, ...0, , bp,L , ..., bp,L+M−1 , 0, 0, ...0]T ,

(4)

where the first and the last L elements of the pilot cluster are
set to zeros (as shown above) so as to avoid the inter-symbol
interference between the data and the pilot symbols across the
sub-block and the main block [2]. The length of each pilot
cluster is Np = 2L + M , where M is the length of the pilot
sequence we wish to design, 2L comes from the zeros on
both sides of the sequence. For “impulse” pilot, M = 1 and
Np = 2L + 1.
Unlike [2] and other existing works, the non-zero pilot
symbols in bp , i.e., [bp,L , ..., bp,L+M−1 ] is a sequence of length
M , instead of an impulse. An example of such pilot sequence
has been shown in Fig. 2. The motivation behind using a
sequence as pilot is to reduce the PAPR of the transmitted
pilot. Formally, the PAPR of a time-domain length-N sequence
b with elements {bn } is defined as [41]:
max

ρ(b) =

|bn |2

0≤n≤N −1

(1/N )

NP
−1

(5)
|bn

|2

n=0

From (5), the PAPR of the impulse pilot shown in Fig. 1
is 2L + 1. Clearly, by spreading the pilot power over multiple
elements of a sequence, we can reduce the pilot PAPR. The
challenge here is that how to design low-PAPR pilot sequence
while there is no performance loss in channel estimation as
compared to the impulse pilot based scheme. To this end, we
propose to use Huffman sequences as the pilot clusters, which
will be detailed in Section IV.

Fig. 2: A transmission block consisting of three sub-blocks, each containing a data subblock (black) and a sequence-based pilot cluster (red). Each sequence pilot is surrounded
by L = 2 zeros on both sides, where L denotes the number of multi paths. ni denotes
the “start” position of the length-M sequence in the ith sub-block.

B. Estimation of BEM Coefficients [2]
2

It is worth noting here that hq (l) in (3) corresponds to a discretized version
of the spreading function SH (τ, ν) in (2). Please refer to [40] for discrete
delay-Doppler spreading function.

Since the DSC is modeled using BEM, we only need to
estimate the BEM coefficients corresponding to appropriate
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basis functions in order to construct the channel at every time
instant. Using (1) and (3), the received signal can be written
in matrix form as
y = Hx + v,

(6)

PQ
where H = q=0 Dq Hq , Dq = diag[1, ejωq , ..., ejωq (N −1) ],
and Hq is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix with first column [hq (0), ..., hq (L), 0, ..., 0]T , and v consists of the AWGN
components, i.e., v[n] defined in Section II-A. Due to the
zero-padding on both sides of the pilot sequence, (6) can be
segregated into separate data and the pilot equations (ys and
yb , respectively) with corresponding channel matrices Hs and
Hb , and noise vectors vs and vb , where
ys = Hs s + vs ,

(7)

yb = Hb b + vb ,

(8)

with s , [sT1 , ..., sTP ], and b , [bT1 , ..., bTP ]T .
Focusing on channel estimation, we can write (8) as:


Dq,1 Hq,1 b1
Q
X

..
yb =

 + vb ,
.
q=0 D
q,P Hq,P bP

(9)

where Dq,p and Hq,p correspond to the sub-matrices corresponding to the pilot symbols obtained from Dq and Hq
(shown below (6)), respectively. Specifically, Dq,p (q ∈
{0, 1, ..., Q}, p ∈ {1, 2, ..., P }) for the q th BEM frequency
and the pth sub-block can be written as
i
h
Dq,p = diag ejωq (np ) , ejωq (np +1) , ..., ejωq (np +Np −L−1) ,
(10)

estimation (referred to as “BEM-MSE”) is then given as
M SE , tr((Γ−1 + (1/σv2 )ΦH Φ)−1 ).

Note that for a reasonably good BEM representation of
the DSC, the modeling error can be neglected, and thus
minimizing BEM-MSE also minimizes the actual channel
estimation MSE. Then, to minimize the BEM-MSE shown in
(15), we need to design the pilot sequences bp (or Bp ) so that
the MSE matrix ΦH Φ is diagonal or close to diagonal [42]. It
has been shown in [2] that ΦH Φ will be diagonal if periodic
placement of impulse pilot is adopted, the transmission block
length N is an integer multiple of the number of sub-blocks,
and the DSC can be accurately represented using CE-BEM
with
BEM frequencies
ωq ’s uniformly
h
i

distributed between
Q
2π −Q
2π Q
2π
q − 2 , q ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q}.
N ( 2 ), N ( 2 ) , i.e., ωq = N
However, for practical wireless channels, the conventional
CE-BEM may not be able to model the channel accurately,
resulting in large modeling errors [4] and poor CE even when
the matrix ΦH Φ is completely diagonal.
More accurate BEM modeling of the channels has been
reported by choosing suitable BEM basis functions [3], [6],
[17], [21] to improve the CE in practical channels. However,
using the above mentioned BEM modeling approaches, the
off-diagonal elements of ΦH Φ may still be non-zeros. Thus,
further CE improvement is possible by minimizing the offdiagonal elements. In the next sections, we address this issue
by analyzing and designing pilot sequences such that the offdiagonal elements of ΦH Φ are reduced in magnitude, possibly
to a very small value, thus leading to better CE.
IV. C HANNEL

bp,Np −1

···

bp,Np −L−1

It can be verified that Hq,p bp = Bp hq [2]. Denoting hq ,
[hq (0), ..., hq (L)]T , and h , [hT0 , ..., hTQ ]T , we can write the
pilot equation (9) as
yb = Φh + v,
where Φ is defined as

D0,1 B1

..

.

D0,P BP

···
..
.
···


DQ,1 B1

..
,
.

(12)

(13)

DQ,P BP

From (12), the MSE-based estimate of the BEM coefficient
b is given as
vector h
b = (1/σ 2 )(Γ−1 + (1/σ 2 )ΦH Φ)−1 Φyb ,
h
v
v

(14)

where the BEM correlation matrix Γ = E{hhH } is assumed
to be known at the receiver. The MSE of the BEM coefficients’

ESTIMATION ANALYSIS

H

We can expand Φ Φ as:

th

where np ∈ {1, ..., N } denotes the start position of the p
non-zero pilot symbol in a transmission block (see Fig. 2).
Next, define the pilot matrix Bp as


bp,L
···
bp,0


..
..
Bp ,  ...
(11)
,
.
.

(15)



P
P

H
BH
i D0i D0i Bi

 i=1
P
P
 BH DH D0i Bi
 i=1 i 1i

..


.
P
P
i=1

H
BH
i DQi D0i Bi

P
P

i=1
P
P

i=1

H
BH
i D0i D1i Bi

···

H
BH
i D1i D1i Bi

···

i=1

i=1
P
P

i=1

..
.
P
P

P
P

..

H
BH
i DQi D1i Bi

P
P

i=1





H

BH
i D1i DQi Bi 

..
.

.

···

H
BH
i D0i DQi Bi

H
BH
i DQi DQi Bi

(16)

,




H

It is noted that Φ Φ consists of (Q + 1) rows, with each
row consisting of (Q + 1) sub-matrices, each of size (L +
1) × (L + 1). From (16), diagonalizing ΦH Φ is equivalent to
solving the following two equations:
P
X

i=1
P
X

H
BH
i Dji Dji Bi =

P
X

BH
i Bi = PI,

(17)

i=1

H
BH
i Dq1 i Dq2 i Bi = 0, q1 6= q2 ,

(18)

i=1

where P denotes the power allocated to the pilot sequence in
one transmission block. Next, we provide an analysis of the
pilot design and the physical interpretations of equations (17)
and (18) which will be useful for the design of low-complexity
pilot structure.
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A. Analysis of Pilot Equations for CE
In this section, we provide an approach to estimate the BEM
coefficients, and show its connection to the diagonality of the
ΦH Φ matrix (equivalently, (17) and (18) will be satisfied). We
assume that the pilot sequences used in all the P sub-blocks of
the transmission block are the same, i.e., bp = b, p = 1, ..., P ,
or equivalently, bp,j = bj in (4). Furthermore, let us assume
that the first non-zero symbol of the pilot sequence in the
pth sub-block starts at the np -th position, np being a positive
integer. To focus on the interfering terms for the estimation of
the BEM coefficients, in the next analysis, we neglect the noise
terms. Then, using (1) and (3) (with e[n] set to zero assuming
accurate BEM modeling), the received signal corresponding to
the pilot sequence at the (np + i)th position (i = 0, ..., M +
L − 1) can be written as
y(np + i) =

i
X

bi−l+L

Q
X

hq (l)ejωq (np +i) .

(19)

q=0

l=0

Note that in (19), hq (l) = 0 for l > L because of the finite
channel memory. Also, bi−l+L = 0 for (i−l) > (M −1)
because the sequence length is M (see (4)). Collecting the
pilot equations from all the sub-blocks, corresponding to
(np + i)th (p = 1, ..., P ) position, we have
T

y(i) = [y(n1 + i) y(n2 + i) . . . y(nP + i)]

= Fh(0)bi+L + Fh(1)bi−1+L + ... + Fh(i)bL ,
where F is defined as



ejω0 (n1 +i)
 ejω0 (n2 +i)

F , [f0 (i), ..., fQ (i)] = 
..

.

ejω0 (nP +i)

...
...
..
.

(20)


ejωQ (n1 +i)
ejωQ (n2 +i) 

,
..

.

. . . ejωQ (nP +i)

(21)

with fq (i) , [ejωq (n1 +i) , ..., ejωq (nP +i) ]T , and h(l) ,
[h0 (l), h1 (l), ..., hQ (l)]T is a vector consisting of the BEM coefficients corresponding to all the BEM frequencies
ωq , (q = 0, 1, ..., Q) for the lth path.
Now, we focus on estimating the BEM coefficient corresponding to the q th BEM frequency for the lth path, i.e., hq (l).
Multiplying both sides of y(i), (i = 0, ..., (M − 1)) by fqH (i),
we obtain
fqH (i)y(i) = P hq (l)bi+L + P

+

X
|

l′

bi−l′ +L

|
X

q′ 6=q

i
X
l′ 6=l

{z

IP I

{z

e(ωq2 −ωq1 )(n1 +i) + ... + e(ωq2 −ωq1 )(nP +i) = 0,
q1 , q2 ∈ {0, ..., Q}, q1 6= q2 .

(23)

For various BEM models, the BEM frequencies ωq ’s are
fixed and (23) is not satisfied. This leads to IBI during BEM
estimation whose amount may be significant when the pilot
power increases. In order to satisfy (23), in Section V-B, we
propose to adjust the pilot positions np so that the estimation
bases become nearly orthogonal and IBI becomes close to zero.
Furthermore, it can be verified that the condition (23) is related
to (18), as shown in Section IV-B.
Remark 1. From (21) and (23), note that for perfect IBI
cancelation, a minimum number of sub-blocks (equivalently,
pilot clusters) is required, i.e., P ≥ (Q + 1). For high mobility
channels (large Doppler fmax ) and large transmission block
length N , Q can be large, and accordingly, many pilot clusters
are required to perfectly cancel the IBI, leading to lower
efficiency.
Assuming that the feasibility condition P ≥ (Q + 1) in
Remark 1 is satisfied, and the IBI becomes zero in (22), only
the IPI term remains as the interfering term in the estimation
of hq (l). Next, it can be noted that the BEM coefficient for a
particular q and l, i.e., hq (l), is contained in M pilot equations
only. For example, the variable hq (0) is contained in the
first M equations y(i), i = 0, ..., M − 1. Collecting all the
equations which contain hq (0) for i = 0, ..., M − 1, we get
y , [fq∗ (0)y(0), fq∗ (1)y(1), ..., fq∗ (M − 1)y(M − 1)]T



bL
0
...
0
hq (0)
 bL+1
  hq (1) 
bL
...
0



 bL+2
  hq (2) 
b
.
.
.
0
L+1
=P



  .. 
..
..
..
..



.
. 
.
.
.
bL+M−1 bL+M−2 . . . bL+(M−L−1)+
hq (L)
{z
}
|
B

(24)

hq (l′ )bi−l+L
}

fq (i)H fq′ (i)hq′ (l′ ) .

IBI

of all the paths, i.e., hq′ (l′ ), q ′ 6= q, ∀l′ . In order to
remove the IBI, we need to ensure that the BEM coefficients
corresponding to all BEM frequencies for a particular path l
should lie on independent estimation bases (or subspaces), i.e.,
the columns fq (i) in F are orthogonal to one another. From
the orthogonality of the columns fq (i)H fq′ (i) = 0 (q 6= q ′ ),
we obtain

}

(22)

In (22), IPI, referred to as inter-path interference, denotes the
interference to hq (l) from the BEM coefficients of the undesired paths but the same BEM frequency q, i.e., hq (l′ ), l′ 6= l.
IBI, referred to as inter-BEM-frequency interference, denotes
the interference to hq (l) from different BEM frequencies

From (24), it is clear that the coefficient hq (0) can be estimated
interference-free if the first column of B is uncorrelated with
all other columns (Similarly, all other hq (l), l 6= 0, can also
be estimated). Specifically, the following equations should be
satisfied.
L+M−τ
X −1

b∗i+τ bi = 0, τ = 1, ..., L.

(25)

i=L

By analyzing the IPI during the estimation of other BEM
coefficients, we get the same set of equations as above (details
omitted here). (25) implies that BH
i Bi in (17) is a diagonal
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matrix, and therefore, (17) is satisfied. It is worth noting that
the above equation (25) suggests a pilot sequence with impulselike aperiodic autocorrelation properties. This motivates us to
use Huffman sequence as the pilot sequence (for CE) in each
sub-block of the transmission frame. An interesting property of
Huffman sequence is that its aperiodic autocorrelation is almost
impulse-like with zero side-lobes at all time-shifts except at the
last one [36], i.e., exactly the set of conditions for interferencefree BEM estimation as mentioned in (25). Please refer to
Section V-A where we explicitly discuss the Huffman sequence
based pilot designs.
B. Structure of the ΦH Φ Matrix in (16)
Once we choose Huffman sequence as the pilot sequence,
(25) is satisfied. Equivalently, (17) is satisfied, and thus the
sub-matrices3(see (16) and Fig. 3), i.e., Ψq1 q1 (q1 = 0, ..., Q),
lying on the main diagonal of ΦH Φ become the scaled identity matrix PIL+1 . Also, the magnitudes of the off-diagonal
elements of the off-diagonal (L + 1) × (L + 1) sub-matrices
Ψq1 q2 , q1 6= q2 become significantly small. We can observe
this by expanding Ψq1 q2 in (26) (shown on top of next page),
where we denote ∆q1 q2 , ωq2 − ωq1 , and u = (m − n). Then,
the value of [Ψq1 q2 ](m,n) without the external summation in
(26) can be written as
ej∆q1 q2 (np )

M−1
X

+

(b∗L+i−u+ bL+i−(−u)+ )ej∆q1 q2 (i+m−u

−1)

i=|u|
(a)

≈ e

j∆q1 q2 (np )

M−1
X

(b)

b∗L+i−u+ bL+i−(−u)+ = 0,

(27)

i=|u|

where the approximation (a) is because the phase rotation due
+
to ej∆q1 q2 (i+m−u −1) is small for typical values of ∆q1 q2 and
small values of i (i ≤ M ), and the equality (b) is due to the
aperiodic autocorrelation properties of Huffman sequence as
shown in (25). The above approximation is more accurate if
the sequence length M is small. Thus the off-diagonal elements
of the matrices Ψq1 q2 (q1 6= q2 ) become significantly small,
resulting in near-diagonal Ψq1 q2 . Finally, the matrix ΦH Φ is
of the form as shown in Fig. 3.
From Fig. 3, we observe that ΦH Φ still contains nonzero elements on the main diagonal of the off-diagonal submatrices which need to be minimized for enhanced channel
estimation. For off-diagonal sub-matrix Ψq1 q2 , the diagonal
elements [Ψq1 q2 ](m,m) (m = 1, ..., L + 1) in (26) can be
written as
[Ψq1 q2 ](m,m) =

M−1
X

ej∆q1 q2 (i+m−1) b∗L+i bL+i

i=0

Here we define the sub-matrices as Ψq1 q2 ,

P
P

i=1

C. BEM-MSE metric approximation
Based on the above analysis, we present below a simplified
BEM-MSE expression. The ΦH Φ matrix in (16) can be
written as (see Fig. 3)


Ψ00 Ψ01 . . . Ψ0Q
 Ψ10 Ψ11 . . . Ψ1Q 


ΦH Φ ≡  .
.. 
..
 ..
.
. 
...
ΨQ0 ΨQ1 . . . ΨQQ


PIL+1
∗
 β01
IL+1

≈
..

.

β01 IL+1
PIL+1
..
.


...
β0Q IL+1
. . . β0Q−1 IL+1 


..
..

.
.

∗
∗
β0Q
IL+1 β01
IL+1 . . .
PIL+1


P
β01 . . .
β0Q
∗
 β01
P
.
.
.
β
0Q−1 


e ⊗ IL+1 .
=  ..
..  ⊗IL+1 ≡ B
..
..
 .
.
. 
.
∗
∗
...
P
β0Q
β01
{z
}
|

(29)

(30)

e
B

Using (15) and (30), and assuming that hq (l) are i.i.d. with
variance δ, 1/(Q + 1)(L + 1), i.e., Γ = δI(Q+1)(L+1) , and
σv2 = 1 without loss of generality, we get the simplified
approximate BEM-MSE expression as follows.
e ⊗ IL+1 )−1 ]
M SE ≈ tr[(δ −1 I(Q+1)(L+1) + B
b ⊗ IL+1 )−1 ] = tr[B
b −1 ⊗ IL+1 ] = (L + 1)tr[B
b −1 ],
= tr[(B
(31)

b , (δ −1 IQ+1 + B).
e
where B

Remark 2. Note that ΦH Φ in (15) is of dimension (Q +
1)(L + 1) × (Q + 1)(L + 1), and thus its inversion during
numerical search for optimal pilot parameter (specifically, pilot
position) is computationally
quite expensive (of the order

O (Q + 1)3 (L + 1)3 ). On the other hand, the simplified
b of dimension (Q + 1) × (Q + 1)
BEM-MSE in (31) involves B
!
only. Thus, the simplified BEM-MSE expression allows us to
P
X
ej∆q1 q2 np . optimize the pilot parameters with much lower complexity,
which will be used to serve as a benchmark against another
p=1
low-complexity algorithm proposed in Section V.
(28)

Using approximations similar to (27), for typical values of
(∆q1 q2 , i), [Ψq1 q2 ](m,m) is almost the same for all m =
1, ..., L + 1, i.e., for all the diagonal elements of Ψq1 q2 , and
therefore, we denote βq1 q2 , [Ψq1 q2 ](m,m) , ∀m. Note that
3

the term in the bracket of (28) is related to (23) which aims
for minimum IBI. Thus, minimizing the (m, m)-th, i.e., the
diagonal term of Ψq1 q2 (q1 6= q2 ) is equivalent to reducing
the IBI during BEM estimation.

H
BH
i Dq1 i Dq2 i Bi .

Remark 3. For the impulse pilot, although the off-diagonal
elements of the sub-matrices Ψq1 q2 (q1 6= q2 ) are zeros (i.e.
(25) is satisfied because bi+L = 0, i 6= 0), the main-diagonal
is still prominent, leading to IBI and poor CE. Also, impulse
pilot tends to suffer from high PAPR, and is therefore, not
preferred.
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Ψq1 q2 =

P
X

ej∆q1 q2 np

p=1

MP
−1

ej∆q1 q2 i b∗L+i bL+i


 i=0
MP
 −1 j∆q1 q2 i ∗
bL+i−1 bL+i
e

 i=1


..

.

 M −1
P j∆q q i ∗

1 2 b bL+i
e
i
i=L

MP
−1

i=1
MP
−1
i=0

ej∆q1 q2 i b∗L+i bL+i−1

...

ej∆q1 q2 (i+1) b∗L+i bL+i

...

..
.
MP
−1

i=L−1

ej∆q1 q2 (i+1) b∗i+1 bL+i

MP
−1

i=L
MP
−1

i=L−1

..

ej∆q1 q2 i b∗L+i bi+1
..
.

.

...



ej∆q1 q2 i b∗L+i bi

MP
−1
i=0

ej∆q1 q2 (i+L) b∗L+i bL+i














(26)

The Huffman sequence generation, summarized in Algorithm
QN1,−2is described as follows. Consider a polynomial
P = n=0 (x − φn rn ), where the root rn = αn [36], with
α = ej2π/(N −1) , and the radius φn can take a value of either
t or 1/t for a real value t. For a given t, C = 2N −1 such
polynomials, denoted as {P1 , ..., PC }, are possible. A Huffman
sequence gi,t is obtained corresponding to each polynomial Pi
by extracting its coefficients. For a given t, the sequence with
the lowest PAPR is then obtained as gt = arg min ρ(gi,t )
i=1,...,C

Fig. 3: An example of |ΦH Φ| matrix showing the interference during BEM coefficients’
estimation, where Q = 2, L = 3. Periodic pilot placement is adopted. Because of this,
the Ψ01 , Ψ10 , Ψ12 , Ψ21 sub-matrices have large undesired values (yellow-colored) on
their main diagonals. The off-diagonal elements of the sub-matrices Ψq1 q2 , q1 6= q2 ,
are close to zero due to the aperiodic autocorrelation property of Huffman sequences.

V. P ILOT

DESIGN

As discussed in Section IV, minimizing the MSE is equivalent to solving (17) and (18). Based on our above analysis, it
is required to solve (25) and (23), respectively. To this end, we
consider a two-step approach. In the first step (Section V-A),
we propose to solve (25) using a Huffman sequence which has
zero aperiodic auto-correlation sidelobes at all the non-zero
shifts except at the last one. In the second step (Section V-B),
we propose a low-complexity pilot placement strategy to
satisfy the IBI condition (23).
A. Huffman sequence design
We propose to solve the first condition (25) using Huffman
sequence, thanks to its impulse-like aperiodic autocorrelation
property. Specifically, for a length-N Huffman sequence, zero
autocorrelation sidelobes can be observed up to the first (N −2)
time shifts [36]. This implies that for a DSC with L multipaths, a Huffman sequence of length at least (L+2) is required
in order to satisfy (25). For example, for L = 3, we need a
length-5 Huffman sequence, say b1×5 , and the overall pilot
cluster, together with zero-padding as shown in (4), is given
as [01×3 b1×5 01×3 ]. Note that it is possible to find multiple
Huffman sequences to get (25) satisfied. The issue here is to
select the one with very low PAPR.

(Step 5). Next, we vary the value of t, and choose the Huffman
sequence with the lowest PAPR as g⋆ = arg min ρ(gt )
t
(Step 7).
Finally, we note that the energy ratio of a Huffman sequence
is large (equivalently, PAPR is less) when about half of the
roots rn lie on circle of radius t and the other half on circle
of radius 1/t [36]. Thus, in Step 2, we need to form the
polynomials for those cases in which φn = t only for ⌈ N2−1 ⌉
out of N − 1 roots, whereas φn = 1/t for rest of the roots. As
−1
a result, for every t, only C = ⌈NN−1/2⌉
Huffman sequences
need to be obtained, thereby reducing the search complexity,
as compared to the exhaustive search where C = 2N −1 .
In our present work, where the number of multi-paths
L is not large, Algorithm 1 is sufficient for searching lowPAPR Huffman sequences of small lengths. However, for large

−1
Huffman sequences, even after choosing C = ⌈NN−1/2⌉
,
and after taking into account the invariance operation of
the roots [37], the search complexity increases exponentially
with the sequence length. For such cases, a low-complexity
algorithm can be employed with non-exhaustive search space,
as suggested in [37]. If we want to obtain real-valued Huffman
sequences for odd N , we should also take into account the
extra roots rn = αn ejπ/(N −1) for polynomial generation [37]
(see Step 2 of Algorithm 1). For further details, readers are
referred to [36], [37], [43].

B. Pilot placement design
In this subsection, we optimize the pilot placement to satisfy
(23) for reduced IBI. Specifically, we aim to adjust the pilot
positions np , ∀p, for orthogonal (estimation) bases in the
matrix F in (21). An interesting observation is that the pilot
position optimization can be designed separately from the
sequence design.
We consider the following multi-objective optimization
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Algorithm 1 Low-PAPR Huffman sequence design
1: for t = 1/2 : 0.01 : 2
2:
For a given t, form C =

N−1
⌈N−1/2⌉



polynomials {Pi,t ,
(x
−
φ
r
)}
(i
=
1,
...,
C),
where
the
root rn = αn , and
n n
n=0
N−1
φn assumes the value of t ⌈ 2 ⌉ times only in Pi,t , i.e., only
⌈ N−1
⌉ out of N − 1 roots lie on circle of radius t.
2
3:
Extract the coefficients of the polynomials {Pi,t } to form the
C Huffman sequences {gi,t }.
4:
Compute the PAPR of gi,t using (5), denoted as ρ(gi,t ).
5:
gt = arg min ρ(gi,t ).
QN−2

i=1,...,C

6: end for
7: Choose the sequence with the least PAPR, i.e., g⋆

=

arg min ρ(gt ).
t

problem.
min

np ∈N ∀p

P
X

ej∆q1 q2 np , ∀∆q1 q2 , q1 , q2 ∈ {0, ..., Q}, q1 6= q2 ,

p=1

(P1)
′

s.t. |np − n | ≥ (2L + M ), p 6= p ,
nP + M = (N − L + 1),
p′

where N denotes the full search space of the pilot positions,
i.e., N = {1, ..., N }. Note that by solving (P1), the magnitude
of the left-hand-side of (23) will be minimized. The first
inequality constraint implies that the “starting” non-zero pilot
symbols of two different pilot clusters should be separated by
at least (2L+M ) (see Fig. 2 for reference), where overlapping
of zeros of two adjacent pilot clusters is not allowed. The
second equality constraint implies that the transmission block
should end with a pilot sequence followed by L zeros, thus
avoiding inter-block interference to the next block.
On careful examination of the sub-matrices Ψq1 q2 , we find
that only Q objectives need to be minimized in (P1). Moreover,
in our channel model, the BEM frequencies are equi-spaced,
i.e., ∆ := ∆q1 q2 = ωq2 − ωq1 = ωq3 − ωq2 , and so on. Finally,
we can re-formulate (P1) as a min-max problem as follows.
n⋆p = arg

min

max

np ∈N ∀p κ∈{1,...,Q}

s.t. Constraints in (P1).

P
X

ejκ∆np ,

(P2)

p=1

The rationale of (P2) is to minimize the maximum correlation between the estimation subspaces in (21). Intuitively, it
makes sense that for minimum inter-BEM frequency interference during BEM estimation, the subspaces associated with
the pilot sampling positions must be minimally correlated.
Note that in the conventional periodic sampling by pilots,
the estimation subspaces are highly correlated which leads
to severe performance degradation in BEM estimation. Note
also that by solving (P2), the diagonal elements of Ψq1 q2 get
reduced in magnitude, thereby diagonalizing the ΦH Φ matrix.

Indeed, it is observed through our simulations that the proposed
pilot position optimization problem (P2) works remarkably
well for the moderate to high normalized Doppler scenarios.
The optimization problem (P2) is a combinatorial optimization problem. For small Q (e.g. Q = 2) and small
N values, numerical search may be used to find the nearoptimal pilot positions. One low-complexity approach is to
search for np ∀p in a search space around the periodic pilot
positions [29]. However, for large Q (high Doppler scenario)
and large N , numerical search can be computationally very
expensive, and therefore, stochastic search methods such as
sequential/parallel stochastic search [44] or discrete stochastic
optimization [23] are necessitated to find good pilot positions
in a low-complexity manner. Thus, for large N and large Q
values, we resort to the stochastic sequential search (SSS)
algorithm (see Algorithm 2) to solve (P2).
Let us denote the objective in (P2) as f (n) ,
P
P
ejκ∆np , where n = {n1 , n2 , ..., nP } denotes
max .

κ∈{1,...,Q} p=1

the pilot position vector. In Algorithm 2, I initial pilot positions
(each pilot position vector denoted by n as shown in Step 3),
are generated randomly in the outer loop, keeping in mind the
pilot separation constraints in (P1). For each initial n, the first
non-zero position of each pilot cluster, i.e., np (p = 1, ..., P )
is sequentially updated one after another while the positions
of all other pilot clusters np′ , p′ 6= p are kept fixed. After
updating np , the new pilot vector np is given as
np =arg min f (e
n),
s.t.

e
n

e (p′ ) = n(p′ ), p′ 6= p; n
e (p) ∈ N \ {np′ , p′ 6= p},
n

Constraints in (P1).

(32)

Step 5 in Algorithm 2 ensures that the sequential update
should stop when the solution is trapped in a local minimum.
Similarly, for each of the I random position initializations, the
best local solution is found and stored. Out of these I good
solutions, the final solution is obtained by simply choosing the
one with the minimum f (n).
Although the SSS method does not analyze all the pilot
positions exhaustively, its performance is found to be significantly better than the conventional periodic sampling approach.
Moreover, our approach, based on exact analysis of the MSE
equations, gives us useful insights into the design of pilot
positions.
Remark 4. It should be noted that if we wish to transmit data with large efficiency on high Doppler channels,
Q(2⌈fmax N T ⌉) can be large and sufficient number of pilot
clusters may not be available (i.e., P < Q + 1, see Remark 1).
In such a case, solving (P2) directly may not give good
pilot placement results. This is because when P < Q + 1,
some of the columns of F (see (21)) will always be highly
correlated. Although solving (P2) may, in general, de-correlate
the columns of F, most of the columns will still be highly
correlated, leading to significant IBI during BEM estimation.
Instead, we suggest to minimize the maximum correlation
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Algorithm 2 Stochastic Sequential Search (SSS) Algorithm
for pilot placement
b = 0I×P . b
1: Initialization: Set I and J. N
f = 0I .
2: for i = 1, ..., I
3:
Randomly generate n(np ⊂ N ), satisfying the constraints in
e ⇐ 01×P .
(P1). Set n

4:
for j = 1, ..., J
e goto Step 11 end if
5:
if n = n
e ⇐ n.
6:
n
7:
for p = 1, ..., P − 1
8:
Obtain np from (32). n ⇐ np
9:
end for (p)
10:
end for (j)
b (i,:) ⇐ n; b
11:
[N]
fi ⇐ f (n).
12: end for (i)
13: i⋆ = arg min b
fi .
i=1,...,I

b (i⋆ ,:) .
14: Optimized pilot position vector n⋆ = [N]

between only the first few columns of F. Specifically, κ
in (P2) should assume a maximum value of (P − 1), i.e.,
κ ∈ {1, ..., (P − 1)}, so that at least P columns become
uncorrelated to a large extent. Indeed, this approach shows
remarkable performance improvement after pilot placement,
as also verified through our simulations.

minimization for each of the pilot positions, which involves
a complexity of O(Q3 ) complex multiplication operations
because of the matrix inversion during the MSE computation. Furthermore, the genetic algorithm based pilot position
optimization in [38] is generally more complex compared to
our Algorithm 2, and may involve tuning of various hyperparameters as well as partial a priori knowledge of the
solution.
It is worth noting that sometimes the pilot placement may
result in highly uneven (e.g., very large) data sub-blocks.
Although this improves the overall MSE performance, the
bit error rate (BER) improvement may be limited, especially
for the zero-forcing (ZF) or minimum-sum mean square error
(MMSE) equalizers. This is because a long data sub-block
implies that the pilot symbols on both sides of the data subblock may not be able to sample the time-varying channel
fast enough to catch up with its short coherence interval,
leading to localized CE errors over individual long data subblock. Therefore, we use trellis-based maximum-likelihood
(ML) equalizers for data equalization to achieve good BER
performance. Finally, in our simulations, we use the pilot
position search using simplified BEM-MSE (see (31)) minimization as a benchmark to assess the performance of our
proposed pilot optimization problem (P2).

C. Complexity of pilot placement design
Notice that the pilot placement search complexity can be
prohibitively high using the exhaustive search method. In
particular, for searching P optimal pilot positions (with the
design constraintsas mentioned in (P2)) in a length-N block,
approximately N
P searches would be required. For example,
searching 9 pilot positions in a block of length N = 459 as
in Fig. 12 settings (see Section VI), about 1018 searches are
required. This search complexity is reduced drastically using
our proposed pilot placement strategy, as explained next.
Based on the exponential BEM, we have obtained the
P
P
ejκ∆np (see
optimization function f (n) ,
max .
κ∈{1,...,Q} p=1

(P2)). Clearly, the main complexity in computing f (n) comes
from P complex addition operations for each of the Q different
κ′ s, and the max . operation which is essentially a comparison
operation with a complexity of O(Q), totaling to a complexity
of O(P Q + Q)) ∼ O(P Q) operations.
Now, within each inner iteration (j = 1, ..., J) of the SSS
(see Algorithm 2), np computation (Step 8) involves O(N )
f (n) calculations and O(N ) comparisons for the minimization
operations in (32). Thus, np computation involves O(N ) +
N O(P Q) ∼ O(N P Q) operations. Since np is computed
for (P −1) pilot positions, and assuming that the inner and
outer iterations occur up to J (Step 4) and I (Step 2) times,
respectively, the overall complexity is given by IJO(P 2 QN )
operations.
Note that a significant complexity reduction in our approach
comes by considering the objective function f (n) which
involves only O(P Q) addition operations. On the other hand,
other works such as [17], [38] assume a direct MSE objective

VI. S IMULATION

RESULTS

In this section, we carry out numerical simulation to evaluate the proposed pilot design for channel estimation in
DSC. We consider a DSC of order L = 3, i.e., four multipaths. Each channel tap is modeled as an i.i.d. random variable
correlated in time according to Jakes’ model with the correlation function given as J0 (2πnfmax T ), where J0 (·) is the
zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind [6]. The average
1
so that the
channel gain for each path is assumed to be L+1
overall channel gain is unity. Unless stated exclusively, the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the average SNR
(averaged over all the data and the pilot sub-blocks in the
PT
transmission frame), i.e., ρ , (N −2LP
)σv2 [2], where PT is the
total power over the entire transmission block of the sequencepilot based scheme, σv2 is the noise variance, and P is the
number of sub-blocks within the transmission frame. We make
sure the number of pilots is sufficient so that the number
of equations is not less than (Q + 1)(L + 1), the number
of unknown BEM coefficients. Unless stated otherwise, the
transmission efficiency η is assumed to be 2/3, i.e., the data
symbols constitute 66.67% of the transmission frame. In our
simulations, the CE MSE for the lth multi-path is defined as
M SEl =

M N −1
1 X X (m)
|h (n; l) − b
h(m) (n; l)|2 ,
M N m=1 n=0

(33)

where h(m) (n; l) and b
h(m) (n; l) denote the actual and estimated channels, respectively, for the mth transmission block,
M the number of Monte-Carlo simulations, and b
h(m) (n; l) =
Q
P
(m)
(m)
b
hq (l) being the mth block’s estimathq (l)ejωq n , with b
q=0
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ed BEM coefficient corresponding to the BEM frequency ωq
(see (14)).
First, we consider the case where the normalized Doppler
spread fmax T for the fading channel is 0.005. Since L = 3,
the Huffman sequence should be of length M = (L + 2) = 5.
Due to L zero-padding on both sides of the sequence, the total
pilot length in a pilot sub-block is 2L + 5 = 11. In order to
maintain η = 2/3 for the periodic pilot placement, the data
length is set to be 22 for each sub-block. Considering P = 3
sub-blocks in the transmission frame, the overall frame length
is N = 99 symbols, and thus the number of BEM coefficients,
Q = 2⌈fmax N T ⌉ = 2.
Using Algorithm 1, we find the lowest PAPR
real-valued4 Huffman sequence-based pilot to be
[0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0.5, −1, 1, 0, 0, 0]. The positions of the first
non-zero symbols of the periodic pilot sequence in the 3 sub(o)
(o)
(o)
blocks are given as [n1 = 26, n2 = 59, n3 = 92]. During
pilot position optimization, in order to avoid inter-block
interference at the end of the current block (in other words,
the second constraint in (P1) is satisfied), we let the last
sub-block’s first non-zero pilot position to be n3 = 92, i.e.,
same as periodic placement case5 . Using numerical search to
solve (P2), high quality pilot position solutions are obtained
as [n⋆1 = 8, n⋆2 = 60, n⋆3 = 92]. The pilot positions before
and after optimization are shown in Fig. 4. Note that after
optimization, the data length is different in each sub-block
(unlike periodic placement case where each sub-block has
data length of 22). Finally, the pilot positions obtained by
optimizing the simplified BEM-MSE in (31) are given as
[n⋆1 = 8, n⋆2 = 48, n⋆3 = 92].

Fig. 4: Absolute values of the data (blue asterisks) and pilot (red circles) symbols in a
transmission frame of length N = 99 with (a) Periodic pilot positions (b) Pilot positions
after optimization

and impulse pilot based schemes. Specifically, for CE, the
total pilot power in a transmission block is assumed to be the
same in both the schemes. Similarly, for BER performances,
we ensure that the power per data or information symbol is
exactly the same in both the schemes. For our simulations,
power allocation between the data and the pilots is denoted by
the pilot-to-data-ratio (PDR), defined as
Total pilot power in a block
Total data power in a block
Total pilot power in a block
=
.
number of data symbols in a block × power per data symbol

PDR ,

As discussed previously, for the transmission efficiency η =
2/3, the sequence pilot scheme has 66 data symbols whereas
the impulse pilot scheme has only 42 data symbols in a block.
Therefore, when the total pilot power and the power per data
symbol are kept the same in both these schemes, the PDRs
of the two schemes can be different. For example, for the
simulations in Figs. 5 and 6, PDRs for impulse and sequence
pilot schemes are approximately 0.37 and 0.23, respectively.
In Figs. 5 and 6, “NCS-CE-BEM” denotes the noncritically-sampled CE-BEM which provides the best BEM fit
for the CE-BEM [17], and “CE-BEM” denotes the criticallysampled CE-BEM mentioned in [2]. “Impulse”, “Huffman”,
and “Random” denote impulse pilot, proposed Huffmansequence based pilot, and random pilot sequence, respectively.
“Periodic placement” and “Optimized placement” mean that
the pilot placements are periodic and the proposed optimized
pattern, respectively. “P-BEM” denotes the polynomial BEM
[18]. “GCE-BEM” denotes the generalized CE-BEM [3] in
which oversampling is used to obtain a more precise channel
model. Note that in all the schemes except “GCE-BEM”,
Q = 2, and therefore P = (Q + 1) = 3 sub-blocks are
sufficient for BEM estimation. On the other hand, in “GCEBEM”, Q = 4 due to oversampling, and at least 5 sub-blocks
should be used, resulting in the frame length of N = 105
(comparable to N = 99 for the sequence-based proposed
schemes). Finally, “NCS-CE-BEM-MSE, optimized” denotes
the performances obtained by optimizing the pilot positions
based on the simplified BEM-MSE metric in (31).
-5

4

For length-5 Huffman sequence, we note that the lowest PAPR attained by
both the complex and real-valued Huffman sequences are the same. 5 Note
that for the case of non-contiguous packet-based transmission, even the last
sub-block’s pilot position can be optimized, eventually leading to 4 data
sub-blocks and 3 pilot sub-blocks. 6 Note that block length N = 63 symbols
is chosen in order to maintain η = 2/3.

-10

MSE (dB)

Fig. 5 shows the channel MSE performances of various
algorithms. We also compare our sequence-pilot based CE
results with the impulse-pilot based scheme, i.e., the case when
impulse pilot (“TDKD” pilot structure, see Fig. 1) is used in
all the 3 sub-blocks for CE, each consisting of 14 data symbols
and 7 (one impulse pilot surrounded by L = 3 zeros on either
side) pilot symbols, totaling to a block length6 N = 63.
Note that for the above mentioned comparison, power
fairness should be carefully taken into account for the sequence

-15

-20
CE-BEM-impulse [2]
NCS-CE-BEM-Random, periodic placement
GCE-BEM-impulse [3]
NCS-CE-BEM-Random, optimized placement
P-BEM-impulse [18]
NCS-CE-BEM-Huffman, periodic placement
NCS-CE-BEM-Huffman, optimized placement
NCS-CE-BEM-MSE. optimized placement
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Fig. 5: MSE performances of various algorithms. fmax T = 0.005, Q = 2.

From Fig. 5, it can be observed that for the same pilot power
in all the schemes, the Huffman sequence pilots with periodic
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Fig. 6: BER performances of various algorithms, QPSK modulation, fmax T
0.005, Q = 2.

=

Note that in Figs. 5 and 6, “MSE-optimized placement”
has been used as the benchmark. In this case, we refer to
the pilot position optimization based on the approximate MSE
expression of the BEM coefficients’ estimation, as mentioned

in Section IV-C. Fig. 7 shows that the actual BEM-MSE
(15) and the approximate BEM-MSE (31) are quite close for
both the periodic as well as the optimized pilot placement
cases. This validates the approximate BEM-MSE expression
in (31), and thus the pilot position optimization based on the
approximate BEM-MSE is also justified.
0.35
Approximate BEM-MSE (periodic pilot placement)
Actual BEM-MSE (periodic pilot placement)
Approximate BEM-MSE (optimized pilot placement)
Actual BEM-MSE (optimized pilot placement)

0.3

BEM Mean Square Error

pilot placement (“NCS-BEM-Huffman, periodic placement”)
provide much better CE, as compared to the CE-BEM and
GCE-BEM based impulse pilot schemes. Notably, the performance of the P-BEM based impulse pilot scheme is quite
close to the Huffman pilot scheme, but the later has the added
advantage of low PAPR. Due to the pilot power spread over the
sequence symbols, the Huffman pilot cluster has a much lower
PAPR of 2.59 (please refer to (5) for PAPR calculation.) as
opposed to 7 for the impulse pilot. It is worth noting that for
the “NCS-CE-BEM-Huffman, periodic placement”, only the
condition (25) is satisfied due to the Huffman sequence but the
IBI values (see (23)) are large as the pilot positions are not
optimized here. On the other hand, the proposed “NCS-CEBEM-Huffman, optimized placement” satisfies (25) and tends
to minimize IBI also in (23), and thus provides significantly
better CE MSE compared to both the impulse as well as the
Huffman pilots with periodic pilot placement. Specifically, its
MSE performance is close to the benchmark simplified BEMMSE (see (31)) optimization based pilot positions.
We also show random pilot sequence based MSE plots
which, as expected, perform poorly as compared to the proposed pilot design. Note that the “Random, optimized placement” scheme shows poor performance although optimized
pilot positions are adopted. This is because (25) cannot be
satisfied by the random pilot sequence, thus resulting in IPI
during BEM estimation which degrades its MSE and BER
performances.
Fig 6 shows the BER performances of the various algorithms for QPSK modulation using ML (Viterbi) data equalization. For both the sequence and impulse pilot based
schemes, same power is allocated to each data or information
symbol, and here, the SNR on the x-axis denotes the SNR
per data symbol only. Similar to the trend displayed in the
MSE curves shown in Fig. 5, the proposed pilot scheme “NCSCE-BEM-Huffman, optimized placement” shows the best BER
performance (close to the benchmark scheme “NCS-CE-BEMMSE, optimized placement”).
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Fig. 7: A comparison of Actual BEM-MSE (15) and Approximate BEM-MSE (31) at
different values of Average pilot SNRs; fmax T = 0.005, Q = 2.

Next, we consider higher normalized Doppler fmax T =
0.01 with L = 3 multi-paths and block length N = 165. As a
result, Q = 4, and we need 5 pilot clusters for 5 sub-blocks.
Here, since our main focus is low-PAPR transmission, from
now onwards, we consider sequence-based transmission only.
For the periodic placement, each sub-block has 33 symbols,
with 22 data and 11 pilot symbols (length-11 sequence),
leading to 110 data symbols and 55 pilot symbols in the entire
frame. However, after pilot placement optimization, the pilot
positions become irregular (no longer periodic), and therefore,
each sub-block’s data length also changes. The proposed pilot
cluster consists of the same length-11 Huffman sequence as
earlier. The PDR is set to 0.234, and other channel parameters
are the same as earlier.
(o)
(o)
The periodic pilot placement is given by [n1 = 26, n2 =
(o)
(o)
(o)
59, n3 = 92, n4 = 125, n5 = 158], whereas the proposed
pilot placement solution (obtained from Algorithm 2) is ob(⋆)
(⋆)
(⋆)
(⋆)
(⋆)
tained as [n1 = 8, n2 = 45, n3 = 82, n4 = 119, n5 =
158]. Note that after optimization, the first pilot cluster is closer
(⋆)
to the edge of the frame, i.e., n1 = 8. This implies that the
channel sampling by the pilots should start from the beginning
of the frame otherwise the information in the first few channel
samples could not be taken into account (such as in periodic
placement case, which begins with data sub-block followed by
pilot cluster) for CE. Similarly, a pilot cluster placed closer to
the frame end gives better CE.
In Fig. 8, we plot the absolute values of the ΦH Φ matrix for
fmax T = 0.01 which also reflects the interference pattern during the BEM estimation. We observe that due to the proposed
pilot design, the ΦH Φ matrix becomes almost diagonal. This
implies that the IBI and IPI are significantly reduced during
BEM estimation due to the proposed Huffman sequence and
pilot placement, leading to reduced MSE, and therefore better
CE which is further confirmed by Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 shows that the proposed Huffman sequence-based
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pilot positions in a low-complexity manner, even for large
Doppler and large Q.

Fig. 8: |ΦH Φ| matrix due to (a) Periodic pilot positions (b) Pilot positions after
optimization; fmax T = 0.01, Q = 4.

optimized pilot design (“Huffman, Optimized placement”) has
significantly better CE MSE performance (closest to the benchmark “MSE-optimized placement” scheme), as compared to
random sequence based pilots and periodic pilot positions. The
BER plots in Fig. 10 show similar trends, thus proving the
effectiveness of our proposed pilot design.
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Fig. 9: MSE performances of various algorithms; fmax T = 0.01, Q = 4.

In Fig. 11, we consider higher normalized Doppler
fmax T = 0.02, with a transmit symbol duration T = 33.33µs.
Thus, fmax = 600 Hz, which corresponds to a mobility of
324 km/hr for a carrier frequency of 2 GHz. The efficiency
η = 59.2% and the PDR is 0.54. The channel order is
L = 3, i.e., 4 multi-paths. Accordingly, a low PAPR length-5
Huffman sequence with L zero-padding (ZP) on both sides
[01×3 , 1, 1, 0.5, −1, 1, 01×3] is used as the pilot cluster for
CE. We also consider the CE MSE performances of other
competitive sequences such as Zadoff-Chu and Generalized
Barker sequences [36] which have low PAPR and low OPAAC. For each case, the block length is N = 243 with 9 subblocks, each comprising a data sub-block of 16 data symbols
and a pilot sub-block of 11 pilot symbols (5 sequence symbols
with 3 ZP on either sides). The sequence pilots are placed
periodically within the transmission block because here, we
want to analyze only the effect of different sequence types (and
not pilot placement) on the CE performance. The number of
BEM coefficients Q = 2⌈fmax N T ⌉ = 10.
Note that although a low-PAPR Huffman sequence is chosen, it has a slightly higher PAPR of 2.58, as compared to
the other sequences which have a PAPR of 2.2 (consider
the ZP during PAPR calculation, see (5)). However, Huffman
sequence outperforms all other sequences in terms of CE,
thanks to its exact zero OP-AAC property. Thus, with only a
slight compromise in PAPR, Huffman sequence shows better
CE capabilities. In comparison, an impulse pilot cluster (not
shown here) would have a much higher PAPR of 7 in this case.
-2
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Huffman sequence
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Fig. 10: BER performances of various algorithms, QPSK modulation, fmax T =
0.01, Q = 4.

Fig. 11: MSE performances of various sequences; fmax T = 0.02, Q = 10, L = 3,
number of sub-blocks P = 9, block length N = 243, efficiency = 59.2%, Periodic
pilot placement.

Remark 5. Note that the “MSE-optimized” scheme serves
as a good benchmark for MSE performances of different
algorithms when the number of BEM coefficients Q is small.
However, for higher Doppler, Q becomes large and hence the
“MSE-optimized” scheme needs to invert a larger (albeit much
smaller than the original MSE matrix in (15)) (Q+1)×(Q+1)
matrix for each pilot position during exhaustive search, which
can be computationally quite expensive. In contrast, our proposed “min-max” search (see (P2)) does not require any
matrix inversion, and thus, can be used to find the sub-optimal

In Fig. 12, we compare the performances of various sequences for high mobility channels (large fmax ), and larger
multi-paths (L) and higher efficiency (η), as compared to
Fig. 11. The system parameters are: T = 16.67µs, fmax =
600, mobility v = 324 km/hr, η = 2/3, L = 5, sequence
length = (L + 2) = 7, Q = 10, number of sub-blocks P = 9,
block length N = 459, and the pilot positions are optimized
using Algorithm 2. Since N and fmax are quite large, and
we wish η = 2/3, we use only 9 pilot clusters (sub-blocks)
here. Due to length-L ZP on both sides of the sequence pilot,
each of the 9 pilot clusters is of length-17 (7 + 5 × 2 = 17).

SNR(dB)
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of data symbols are placed in each sub-block, depending on
the pilot pattern optimization.
Fig. 13 shows that our proposed Huffman sequence based
optimized pilot pattern indeed achieves better BER performances for the above scenario, as compared to other sequences
with conventional pilot placement. Specifically, the SNR gain
is about 4 dB at a BER of 10−3 , as compared to other sequence
pilot based schemes.
100
Zadoff-Chu sequence
Barker sequence
Huffman sequence
10-1

BER

However, here the number of pilot clusters P < Q, therefore,
due to insufficient number of pilot clusters, BEM coefficients’
estimation is not completely interference-free (see Remark 4)
which may affect the system BERs also. For such a case, as
mentioned in Remark 4, the maximization operation in (P2)
will be done only over (P −1) = 8 terms, i.e., κ ∈ {1, ..., 8}
in (P2).
For the above system parameters, Fig. 12 shows the BER
performances of various sequence pilot based schemes after
pilot position optimziation. Clearly, the Huffman sequence
shows the best BER performance, with an SNR gain greater
than 3 dB at a BER of 10−2 , as compared to the other
sequence based schemes. Furthermore, from Table I, it can
be observed that the PAPR of the Huffman sequence is only
slightly higher than the Zadoff-Chu and Barker sequences, but
its CE MSE and BER performances are comparatively much
better. In comparison, an impulse pilot cluster would have a
much higher PAPR of 11 in this case.
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Fig. 13: BER performances of various sequences, QPSK modulation; fmax T = 8.3 ×
10−4 , Q = 2, six multi-paths, number of sub-blocks P = 3, block length N = 540,
efficiency = 90.56%.
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Fig. 12: BER performances of various sequences, QPSK modulation; fmax T =
0.01, Q = 10, L = 5, number of sub-blocks P = 9, block length N = 459,
efficiency = 66.67%, Proposed pilot placement after optimization.

Finally, in Fig. 13, we consider the performance of our
proposed method for the ITU vehicular channel B model with
six multi-paths [45]. The symbol duration T is taken to be
2.77µs (equivalently, a bandwidth of 360 KHz). The carrier
frequency fc = 2 GHz, mobility v = 162 km/hr, and the
maximum Doppler frequency fmax = 300 Hz. As a result, the
normalized Doppler value fmax T = 8.3 × 10−4 is very low,
and therefore Q = 2, i.e., only (Q + 1) = 3 BEM coefficients
suffice to model the channel. The transmission block length N
is taken to be 540 with 489 data symbols and 51 pilot symbols.
Thus, a high spectral efficiency η = 90.56% is obtained. It is
worth noting that with the above parameters, a block length
of N = 540 is equivalent to six resource blocks (RBs) (2 RBs
per slot in a 3-slot LTE frame structure [46]). This corresponds
to a total duration of 1.5 ms frame in a typical LTE physical
resource allocation grid [46]. Each block is divided into 3 subblocks, with each sub-block consisting of some data symbols
and a length-17 pilot sequence cluster (the pilot sequences are
the same as in Fig. 12). 5% of the total transmission power
is allocated to the pilots and the rest to the data symbols. For
the conventional (periodic pilot pattern based) scheme, equal
number of data symbols, i.e., 163 symbols are placed in each
sub-block whereas for our proposed scheme, variable number

In this paper, we have investigated sequence-based pilot designs for channel estimation (CE) in doubly-selective channels
(DSC). Specifically, we propose the use of low-PAPR Huffman
sequences for CE instead of the conventional high-PAPR
impulse pilots. We provide a detailed analysis of CE with
sequence-based pilots which gives useful insights into the pilot
design process. Based on our analysis, we also propose a lowcomplexity pilot placement strategy to significantly improve
the CE. Simulation results show that our proposed pilot design
significantly outperforms the conventional periodic pilots under
various Doppler scenarios, both in terms of CE mean square
error and bit error rates.
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Length-7 Sequence
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